THE ROUTE IN BEING	37
or August the temperature would rise in the shade to
between 11£ and 120 degrees, at Ziza it probably would
not, exceed ioo degrees* On the other hand, this
temperature was quite sufficient to take the "body"
out of >the air.
In order that the Air Mail pilots might pick up
the Air Mail Track that ran from Amman to Azrak
via the fort at Kasr Kharana, a plough track was made
from Ziza which cut into the Amman track at the foot
of the Jebel Mugher. There is no distinctive landmark
by Ziza landing ground, and it was often difficult to
pick it up when approaching from either the east or
west. My experience was that it looked completely
different every time I went there. The line of the
Hedjaz railway showed up but faintly, in common with
most eastern railways, the track of which is laid more
or less straight on the ground without the conspicuous
ballast that characterizes an English railway.
Ziza was not a very pleasant neighbourhood during
the earlier times of the Air Mail. No station-master
lived there. Legend had it that the station staff were
at the bottom of the well that yawned at the back of
the station buildings. Having no fence round it, it
might easily have performed the same offices for an
unwary pilot. The Wahabis once came up there on a
raid, and were repelled by armoured cars and aeroplanes,
leaving a considerable number of their dead in the
neighbourhood of the landing ground. When the
Mail aeroplanes were coming through, a party with
petrol and oil used to come down by road from Amman;
and a rough road it was too.
It was most desirable to equip the Mail aircraft
with more powerful engines as soon as they became

